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‘Certified British Made’ by Harrison Bradbury ,Wilkinson Dummy Lady
It should be a familiar design for Harrison collectors

Similarities in design revealed

A reader kindly sent a scan of the image below, one
that your compiler has never seen previously.
Nothing has been found about it, so can anyone out
there make any observations, please?

In 1861, Brads produced a dummy design with a
head and shoulder female portrait on reticulated
circular background. The panels above and below
read: POSTAGE. / THREE PENCE. in arc-like
dummy stamps.

It is clearly a Harrison production, but how strange
that it appears not to have been
seen before. There are precedents, with the Home Rule and
the Broadway Cinema labels
created from the Harrison
Arms dummy stamps, as
shown below, but this is a first
for the Britannia design. *

They are known to have been attributed to the
work of William Wyon but, it appears, without
any apparent foundation. Nine examples in
various colours are held in the Phillips Collection
at BPMA, London. (See Vol_XXXII_pg_012).
They are described by Philbrick and Westoby as
being for exhibition only and not submitted to the
Post Office authorities. It has also been noted that
"...several of these essays were apparently engraved
in line on a patent surfaced plate...".
Not seen by your compiler until recently, when a
copy was offered for purchase. In the same sale was
a very similarly designed essay obviously intended
for use in America.
The British version had a fixed-price sale cost of
US$2,500, while the American version could be
bought for US$750 (stated to be catalogued at
US$1,250). *
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The Day that Harrison
Went Supersonic

International Security Printers
New Factory Opened by The Queen

Faster than a speeding bullet……

Wolverhampton now home to ISP instead of Walsall town

The set of stamps for Bahrain marking Concorde’s
supersonic service debut from Bahrain to London
were not just printed by Harrison, but designed
in-house by Stan Scott, its senior designer.

Two cartoons by Harry Baxter of Harrison are
shown below. They are of interest here as your
compiler was privileged to be the only philatelic
writer to attend the opening of the new ISP premises
by The Queen and Prince Phillip back in October.
No dummy stamps were seen, sadly, but for a full
report and pictures of his day, see the January 2015
issue of Gibbons Stamp Monthly, or the December
2014 issue of L’Echo de la Timbrologie. *

Stan Scott.

A mailshot which pictured Concorde on its cover
was in the format of a presentation folder and
had a full-colour cut-out of the plane against a
glossy blue sky. Inside, a blue and white representation of the aircraft sits alongside details of the issue,
with a set of the four stamps at far right on a dark
blue ground.

A second version was commissioned by British
Airways in a print run of 5,000 copies because they
liked the original so much. These have ‘Harrison &
Sons’ and ‘British Airways’ wording in a dull gold
ink on the cover. Copies of this second pack have
been seen selling recently for between £12 and £50,
so be sure to choose your vendor carefully!
A third version was produced for the use of Allied
Graphic Arts (AGA). *

Cartoons from when The Queen visited Harrison and Sons
at High Wycombe in 1972.
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The Rembrandt Intaglio Printing
Company of Lancaster
The story of an interesting person and company

The story of Rembrandt Intaglio is the story of
rotary gravure, a development that may not have
happened without the involvement of Karel Václav
Klíč (also, Klitsch or Klietsch), 1841-1926.

Storey committed to development
In 1890, Klíč arrived in Lancaster and visited
Storey's to offer his expertise, showing a trial
etching as proof of the practicality of the photogravure process.
It was to take three years before a commercial
application could be found and readers need to
realise the state of the printing industry at that
period to understand this time lapse.
Klíč's official biographer stated that at the time of
the rotogravure invention there were:

(left) Karel Klíč as an old man.
(right) Samuel Fawcett.

Klíč was a Czech painter, draughtsman, cartoonist,
photographer and illustrator and one of the main
inventors of photogravure. He had such artistic
talent that he was admitted into the Art Academy in
Prague at the tender age of 14, although was later
expelled for "non-conformance"!
Photogravure process sold
...and sold again
Early attempts at utilising photogravure by Klíč
were displayed in 1879/80 to much acclaim. During
this time, he did not reveal anything publicly about
his methods for he recognised the monetary value of
the process that he had developed.
Later in 1880, Klíč sold the process of photogravure
for around US$800 to more than one company,
including printers F Bruckmann* of Munich, who
were to eventually give-up on the rotary process,
despite Hugo Bruckmann having trained under Klíč
and, one would have thought, had the insider
knowledge to properly capitalise on the idea.
* Bruckmann are singled-out here solely because of their involvement
in producing dummies of British [King Edward VII] and American
[Washington] stamps for tendering purposes, as covered elsewhere in
the philatelic literature.

In 1886 a colleague published Klíč's discovery,
much to his annoyance. This resulted in him moving
to Britain and it was later during this trip that Klíč
came into contact with Samuel Fawcett, a process
worker at Storey Brothers, a calico printing firm
located in Lancaster.

- NO gravure screens,
- NO ways of depositing copper onto printing
cylinders,
- NO machines for polishing cylinders,
- NO lay-down machines,
- NO proper gravure inks, and
- NO papers suitable for rotogravure.
With six major NOs, it is perhaps amazing that so
little time elapsed before resolution of these issues
by Klíč and Fawcett, with whom he now worked.
The men had experimented with screens of 150 and
175 lines per inch (lpi), printing on paper with
machines owned by Storey Brothers and designed
for printing on textiles.
Rembrandt formed
Once the difficulties had been overcome, Storey
Brothers decided to set-up a new company to
exploit the process of rotogravure and on 7 August
1895 the company was formed.
The name Rembrandt was chosen simply because of
Klíč's love of the artist and his work. Output was
initially in black and white, but in due course colour
experimentation was perfected.
Be under no illusion, the British firm of Rembrandt
was the world's first rotary gravure printing works.
Shrouded in secrecy
Photogravure was a photomechanical process whereby printing plates were etched from photographic
images. This process could produce high quality
prints in large quantities and was derived from
Talbot's photoglyphic engraving method.
Klíč modified the process by using copper cylinders
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instead of plates and this was critical for increased
output and speed; its Unique Selling Point (USP), if
you will.

Stamp Tendering
Some of the sample dummy stamps demonstrating
their capabilities and comprising various designs
that were produced in the 1910s.

As the rotary process differed from basic photogravure it was therefore a closely guarded secret,
with few knowing the whole process. In fact,
employees were experts in their own part of the
production, but did not know what their colleagues
in the next room were up to!
It was not until 1910 that rotogravure started to be
used in newspaper printing with magazine printing
set to follow.
The use of cylinders instead of plates remained a
company secret, resulting in a successful and
lucrative monopoly for ten years before any real
competition entered the market-place.
Some of the generic dummy material
Items that are branded Rembrandt and were not for
stamp tendering purposes, per-se.

A 1991 Phillips auction sale included in Lot 415 a
group of 279 essays. The lot description mentions
that there had been previous attributions to the
essays but “would appear to be the work in photogravure or intaglio of The Rembrandt Intaglio
Printing Co Ltd., Lancaster, as they are accompanied
by two letters from W M Duncan on their letterhead
to a Mr. Stamford, both dated March 1914, the
second of these – “Please keep any stamps you like.
All these stamps were done about the time of the
change of Contract with the P.O., and were in most
cases shown by (sic) the P.O. In fact we got our
name put on the list of contractors. I believe the P.O.
took a Yankee process, though we told them, so far
as I can remember, that their demands could not be
complied with in photogravure, but that would not
stop a Yankee out for brass. The P.O. aught really
to get an expert in intaglio work to advise them on
such an intricate question as printing and adaptability to their requirements, but Government
Offices cannot demean themselves to take advice.”
Monopoly Crumbles
The end of World War 1 saw much competition in
photogravure printing and, in an attempt at
reinventing itself, moved to London in 1926 without
much success. Klíč died the same year as the move.
A Further Stamp Tender ...not
In 1929, the General PO had issued a tender for a
replacement printer for small size KGV stamps and
Rembrandt produced photogravure essays
depicting St George and the Dragon. They failed
to submit them, though!
Why will remain a mystery and the GPO was so
surprised at the lack of response that they wrote
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enquiring, but any reply does not appear to have
survived.

DLR £20 Dummy Stamp
Grosvenor sale offers attractive die proofs

RIP
This heading has a dual meaning (Rembrandt
Intaglio Printing and Rest in Peace!) as the
company was sold to the once-mighty Sun
Engraving Co of Watford in 1932 who acquired
the Storey Brothers’ interest and continued in
business unspectacularly.

Page six shows the Oversea Dominion £20 dummy.
A De La Rue version also exists, as shown here. *

Sun moved the business premises from London
to Watford and, perhaps ironically, turned it into
a sheet-fed gravure operation, taking the
opportunity to rename the company Rembrandt
Photogravure Ltd (RPL) at the same time. This
title more accurately reflected the printing
process that they used.

More eBay Rubbish Surfaces!
The old Rembrandt Photogravure premises, Watford.

RPL continued in business producing fine art
reproductions until 1961 when it ceased trading
in its own right, being merged into Sun Printers
Ltd, also trading from Watford.
The premises still stand today, as shown in the above
photograph, and is all that remains of this once
truly innovative company.

Buyer beware…..

The handstamp used on the examples of the 1953
Coronation issue below never saw the inside of a
Post Office Training School.
Do not waste your money on such items, especially
when they come with a £35 price-tag. *

Main Sources Used
Storeys of Lancaster 1848-1964 by Guy Christie,
Collins, 1964.
Rembrandt - Hard(l)y Acknowledged by Andrew
Hall. An article within Stamps [GB]. November
(year unknown to your compiler).
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De La Rue Dummies
New discoveries continue to be reported

A reader kindly sent scans of some De La Rue
items not previously shown within these pages.
At right is a bi-coloured DLR design that is the
same size as the ‘£20 Oversea Dominion’
dummy stamp. This was also in a recent
Grosvenor sale and a (poor) scan at far right
proves that its size matches that of the Oversea
design and NOT that of a low value definitive.

^

Note different head backgrounds.

^

Meanwhile, the well known Thomas De La Rue head issue is now able to be recorded in two further printing
processes. The ‘die printing’ version is the normal intaglio printing, which can now also be shown to exist in
a ‘Litho Printing’ and an ‘Etch Plate’ type. As each card only differs by its printing process and its wording
at bottom left they have been overlapped to save space.
The dummy stamps on each card utilise the same papers, namely ‘TR4’, ‘Art Paper’, ‘Banknote Paper’ and
‘½ Check’. You may care to see whether your versions are intaglio, for they may not be! *
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The 1912 Ideal Stamps
Were the Ideal Stamps issued, or maybe trialled, in a coil format?

A reader recently wrote to DS, as follows: “I've just acquired a couple of vertical strips of the Ideal Stamp (in
what is either your ‘new blue’ or ‘light blue’ - taken from your British Stamp Exhibitions book) which are
clearly from coils - one even has what is clearly a join at the top (unfortunately not connecting two stamps).
I'm attaching scans which hopefully shows the trimmed perforations clearly.”
Several collectors were approached for their help, but without any success. Everything about the scans looks
‘right’, including the vertical trimming, but they appear to be unrecorded. When your compiler visited the
works of Grover & Co (the perforator makers) back in the 1990s, they had many, many 'counter' sheets of
this exhibition stamp in stock, albeit mainly in the dark violet colour, so it is possible that they, or A.N.Other,
did some trials at some point, before or after the stamp show. This is pure conjecture, however, at this time.
Can you perhaps help to explain these interesting variants? Feedback will be posted here next issue. *

The Bradbury, Wilkinson
Battleship Design
Overpriced?

The Bradbury, Wilkinson essay for a 2d
value in bright violet, showing the
'Canada head’ of King Edward VII and a
battleship is well known. The auction
house stated that this example is on
thick gummed paper and is in an
unmounted mint condition.

What makes this copy interesting is its
price, for it bore a reserve of £240.
Somewhat excessive! That said, the
price does seem to be rapidly increasing
(retail examples are now regularly seen
at £95). It was only a couple of years
back that you could pick-up one for just
£15 or thereabouts. *
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Harrison and PO Arts Council

Perkins Bacon and Harrison ‘Merge’

Attractive presentation cards reported

A surprising 1922 link found between the two printers

Scans of these presentation cards were provided by a
reader with a covering note stating “Got these at
Stampex. Apparently only 10 of each were printed
for the Post Office Arts Council”. An auction
description states: “Harrison perforated undenominated

While undertaking research, your compiler found
an interesting and revealing story that had been
syndicated to newspapers. Such liaison between
printers was not uncommon, but is believed to be
previously unrecorded in the case of Perkins,
Bacon and its rivals Harrison.

trials for the 1968 commemoratives issue with two
unadopted showing paintings by Turner and Gainsborough, together with ‘The Hay Wain’ by Constable the
latter is the design accepted for the 1s9d value. This looks
very similar to the issued stamp, but in slightly different
colours, the marginal inscription is also different and at
the lower right. All three trials are also without phosphor
and have Gum Arabic instead of PVA and each is
mounted on a separate Harrison printed card. Est £200£250. Note:- A very interesting group, and the only materiel of

Stanley Gibbons’ Colour Guide is one liaison,
whereby the dummy stamps were printed by
Perkins Bacon and the folder by Harrison. *

this type on a QE commemorative issue that we have seen.”

Excuse poor scans of the enlarged essays. *

The Yorkshire Post 01-02-1922.

The Nottingham Evening Post 01-02-1922.
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NPM Penny Black Reprint:
An Update

Bradbury, Wilkinson and the
Mercury Head Design

Information in DS35 appears to be incorrect....

Two new colours found online

Within minutes of publishing DS35, Douglas Muir,
Senior Curator Philately at The British Postal
Museum & Archive, wrote. The email is reproduced
below with Douglas’s kind permission.

Issued in 1919, the design comprises a three-quarter
right Mercury head in shield vignette surmounted by
crown, with denomination 2 either side. SPECIMEN /
STAMP flanks crown with curved inscribed
BRADBURY WILKINSON / & CO LTD below the
shield. Printed letterpress, it is an attractive design. *

“I do not think your report on the NPM reprint of the
Old Original die is correct.
“In the late 1960s pulls were taken of some of the
Victorian and other dies, but these pulls were on
card and not on gummed paper. I think these were
done by Bradbury Wilkinson.
“However, pulls on gummed, unwatermarked paper
were taken in 1989 at Harrison (under my supervision) in connection with preparations for the
Penny Black definitives. Dies used were the Old
Original and the New Die for the 1d from 1855.
Both of course had no corner letters.
“I am fairly certain that this pull emanates from one
of these, which very occasionally have indeed been
used as presentation items.”
Your compiler is happy to set the record straight
within these pages. *

Bradbury, Wilkinson Load-up
Security? What security!

The sepia photograph below shows the loading of
unidentified stock in 1927. Surprisingly, the van is
heavily branded; this would not happen today for
security reasons, of course. *

Loading a lorry at Brads New Malden factory with printed (stamp?) stock, 1927.
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Royal Mail’s Olympic Birds Trial
Full sheet able to be shown, probably for the first time anywhere

Your compiler
has seen a scan
of the sheet of
birds trial
stamp designs
that were used
to simulate the
final Olympics
2012 template.
Birds were
chosen to
avoid giving
away Royal
Mail’s true
intentions at a
time before the
overnight
Olympic
stamps plans
had been made
public.
Above this text
is a good setoff (not offset
as some insist
on calling
these varieties)
of the Royal
Mail logo on
the reverse
side of the
product.
Below is an
enlargement of
marginal text
with coding
but it was not
printed at
Aquatint in
London.
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Royal Mail’s Olympic Birds Trial

(continued)

Enlarged images to record the text (unique to each Miniature Sheet) at left of the stamp blocks.
*

Above: MS1
100/50%, with a 23mm phosphor area.

Right: MS2
90/40%, with a 23mm phosphor area.

Above: MS3
80/30%, with a 29mm phosphor area.

Right: MS4
70/20%, with a 29mm phosphor area.
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Micro-printing Sets World Record

DLR ‘Imperium’ Copies Surface

Cartor’s printing excellence shines through

Beware of these 1/2d to £1 modern copies

Gibraltar’s ‘75th Anniversary of Evacuation’ stamp
issue from earlier this year has set a new world
record. The £2 stamp has the ‘Most words on a
postage stamp’ with a total of 2,183 legible words!

eBay is currently offering a ‘set’ of 11 ‘Imperium’
essays originally produced by De La Rue as
modern reproductions for under six pounds the lot.
The reverse of the scanned images shows that each
example is handstamped COPY, but it has to be said
that experience shows that often this wording is not
on the lots when received.
Any half-decent stamp collector, let alone philatelist,
should be able to spot these copies a mile off if they
are seen in person, but may be fooled if looking at
online scans, so as ever Caveat Emptor applies here.
Incidentally, ‘Imperium’ is a Latin word which
roughly translates as 'power to command', possibly
an odd choice of country name substitute? *

Enlargement of top left of text block.

OK, this is not a dummy stamp, but it is of interest
to those collectors who are fascinated by stamp
printing technology and the capabilities of modernday stamp printers.
Cartor is
renowned
for its
excellence
in printing
innovative
stamps, no
less so than
with this
issue. *

...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off. Thank you. *
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